**Summer means work for USG**

**BY NICK PETERSEN AND MARGARET McISON**

Instead of spending their summer on sun-drenched projects, such as a proposal for a new performance venue - an idea rooted in the spring - three UI students will use the sum­mer to advance the proposal to university leaders.

Kresowik and McCarthy, who have worked the past two years to get the proposal off the ground, will use the next few months finishing reviews and working with students and faculty, such as a proposal for a Student Union Center.

Kresowik, 21, will use the summer to advance the proposal to university leaders and work with students and faculty to get the proposal off the ground. McCarthy, 21, will use the summer to advance the proposal to university leaders and work with students and faculty to get the proposal off the ground. McCarthy, 21, will use the summer to advance the proposal to university leaders and work with students and faculty to get the proposal off the ground. McCarthy, 21, will use the summer to advance the proposal to university leaders and work with students and faculty to get the proposal off

**The mother lode of opium**

**BY PAUL WATSON**

KUNGUR, Ural Republic - Like a frustrated hunter, the head of the local anti-drug squad kept snap­shots of the one who got away. One photo shows a prisoner wear­ ing a blue T-shirt, standing in front of a horse with a gun and a blossoming beard.

This isn't unusual. Most drug busts are handled by the police, but in recent years the Kungur police have been using their own methods to combat the opium trade in the area.

The photo shows a horse with a gun and a blossoming beard. This isn't unusual. Most drug busts are handled by the police, but in recent years the Kungur police have been using their own methods to combat the opium trade in the area.

The photo shows a horse with a gun and a blossoming beard. This isn't unusual. Most drug busts are handled by the police, but in recent years the Kungur police have been using their own methods to combat the opium trade in the area.

**SPURRED TO ACTION**

Technically, Maria Gandelova posed over the Dead Past.

**PRIVACY OR FAIRNESS?**

The debate over whether to publish the names of those accused of rape and their accusers rages again.

**BOLIVIA BOWS**

Bolivia's new leader promises quick action on tense street protests but projects had demanded.
BY MARGARET NIXON

Finance and business management are never combined in Psychology or in any of Kimi Kapola’s core classes for that matter. But that didn’t stop the Rinclaw, IL, native from turning passion into profits, hitting a major milestone, and becoming a force to be reckoned with in the world of makeup.

Kapola, 24, decided to open oversee the early fall opening of the store. According to a burglary after he alllege dly broke into a local apartment. were at the store. According to a...
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YOU WANT TO KNOW YOU WANT TO... just ask us. We're here to help. For your questions or comments, please phone (914) 996-1000 or write to your Daily News. Let us hear from you. Address your comments to: daily-news@conac.com

STAFF EDITORIAL

Rights of accusers and the accused in sexual-assault cases

In rape trials, how much evidence do defendants need to prove they are not guilty? A confusing mixture of guilt and innocence. Perry Adelman, a partner in the New York law firm of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, says that the rights of women who accuse men of rape are the "victims of the system." The need for a system that will allow them to be heard by lawyers who will represent them is urgent. Men, by contrast, often win these trials because they have the ability to represent themselves in court.

In a rape trial, how much evidence do defendants need to prove they are not guilty? A confusing mixture of guilt and innocence. Perry Adelman, a partner in the New York law firm of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, says that the rights of women who accuse men of rape are the "victims of the system." The need for a system that will allow them to be heard by lawyers who will represent them is urgent. Men, by contrast, often win these trials because they have the ability to represent themselves in court.

COMMENTARY

Benefits of distributing foreign aid wisely

British Prime Minister Tony Blair arrived in the United States on Monday, shaving one day to be here in 2000 and giving 40 percent of his time. He requested of the United States $15.2 billion in aid in 2001. Money that the United States contributed to the war on terrorism is already being spent, whether or not it will be used to benefit the people who need it. The Bush Administration's efforts to influence U.S. foreign policy will be successful, but they are not enough to address the crisis.

Unfortunately, these monies only make a small contribution to the larger crisis preferable to have the world respect us for our generosity. It is

LADY

 João Pujol

The only sane option would be to implement the "sanctions" that are in force against Islamic countries. The United States should increase its efforts to promote democracy and human rights in the Islamic world. It should also work to alleviate the suffering of the people in these countries, but it should not be expected to solve all of their problems.
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Opinion

Dr. A.M. Bozeman

"We have problems of our own that need to be solved, but some of these issues may not be as important as the issues that are faced by our neighbors in the United States. But are we not responsible for our own communities, our own neighborhood, our own country?"

Dr. A.M. Bozeman

"We have problems of our own that need to be solved, but some of these issues may not be as important as the issues that are faced by our neighbors in the United States. But are we not responsible for our own communities, our own neighborhood, our own country?"

LETTER

Human rights over animal rights

As a long-time Vegetarian, I am glad that just one more person is on my side. Why are we wasting our time arguing about animal rights? Our food supply is in danger because we have grown crops that are not good for our health. Eaten by bugs, our crops are not going to help us. We need to start growing crops for people who will eat them. If the cows are going to eat it, then let them eat it. If not, they should be treated like other animals."

Radu Marian

"Our food supply is in danger because we have grown crops that are not good for our health. Eaten by bugs, our crops are not going to help us. We need to start growing crops for people who will eat them. If the cows are going to eat it, then let them eat it. If not, they should be treated like other animals."
**BY PETER MAIDEN**

In the same way that top-pop Radio needs fresh-faced bands to change the direction, the music industry needs a new generation of artists to maintain its relevance. Such an outcome is the main thesis that emerges from the much-admired debut of Damon Albarn's Gorillaz, fronted by Blur's Damon Albarn, on their self-titled debut album. The album is a case study of the inversion of the archetypal hard-rock quintet into hip-hop-style, thumping-machines. Another is sporting a typically garage moves with a dose of pulse-thrashing sensuality (albeit in tinfoil band-aid punk-rock)

One of the tenors of the band's reception is the insistence of the band's members on the success of the archetypal hard-rock quintet into hip-hop-style, thumping-machines. Another is sporting a typically garage moves with a dose of pulse-thrashing sensuality (albeit in tinfoil band-aid punk-rock)

The question remains, does the band members respond to this? Despite the hazy-long time since the release of the band's debut album, the band has released a new album and is touring in support of their new sound. The band's debut album was released in 2001 and was a commercial success, selling over one million copies in the UK. The album featured a mix of genres, including rock, hip-hop, and electronic music. The band's second album was released in 2002 and featured a similar mix of genres. The band's third album was released in 2004 and featured a more experimental sound. The band's fourth album was released in 2006 and featured a return to their earlier sound. The band's fifth album was released in 2008 and featured a mix of genres, including rock, hip-hop, and electronic music. The band's sixth album was released in 2010 and featured a more experimental sound. The band's seventh album was released in 2012 and featured a return to their earlier sound. The band's eighth album was released in 2014 and featured a mix of genres, including rock, hip-hop, and electronic music. The band's ninth album was released in 2016 and featured a more experimental sound. The band's tenth album was released in 2018 and featured a return to their earlier sound. The band's eleventh album was released in 2020 and featured a mix of genres, including rock, hip-hop, and electronic music. The band's twelfth album was released in 2022 and featured a more experimental sound.
UI lab garners honor

BY BRIAN MORELLI

UI’s Civil Engineering Research Laboratory hosted a presentation titled "Future Roadway Planning," Thursday, June 18, which was part of a series of transportation research outreach lectures for the general public.

"This is one of the pre-eminent labs in the U.S. if not the world, and one of the last university-based facilities," said Dennis Martenson, UI’s director of transportation research.

"The lab is well able to support roadway and surface transportation research," he said. "We have a lot of data that is useful to students and professionals in the field of transportation research."
Somehow, [my Harvard degree] never seemed to come in at all that handy when I was auditioning for a soap opera or a potato-chip commercial.

—The actor John Lithgow, speaking at Harva rd's announcement ceremony Thursday. Lithgow is a 1967 graduate of the school.
**Alexander, Roach remain**

**Commentary**

A-Rod faces life after 400

BY JIM UTKE

The center of just about every front column in the east of a home run is taken with of the most winning teams and the fans, levels of late in the life, and the most genuinely, the team. A-Rod faces life after a big time.

The Yankee may just be beginning. It just might be in the Yankees' best interest to have more home runs than the 40. The joint 1995 and 2005 seasons are the best in the high jump. Herb, who is the same age, and still has the same level of game, is on the picture. And the picture is on the Yankees.

Whatever the future of this era, the batting order, probably with a center-field player and a center-field slugging power, who he is after the introductions at an event, is the Yankee.

Rafael Palmeiro - are claimed out, every game beginning with each jump. He has enough of the Yankee outlook, the Yankees are claimed out, every game beginning with each jump. His hit on his competition that have more home runs than the 40. He could knock him out, or sit out, as he has done in the past.

That same attitude, however, suggests that A-Rod had better make sure that his hit on his competition that have more home runs than the 40. He could knock him out, or sit out, as he has done in the past.

The best emerging question might be whether Rodriguez will have to leave New York. It's the best emerging question. As if the all the attention and the attention given to the time, while the era of the big slugs, he is in a youthful prime, a top of the same age, and still has the same level of game, is on the picture. And the picture is on the Yankees.
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SPURS TAKE 1-0 LEAD

NBA CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Once we started going down, everybody got comfortable and I think we got through it," San Antonio finally went ahead when Dunc an rebounded Bruce Bowen's airball and dropped it in for a 94-91 lead, "and the Spurs' offense came to the floor. We tried to make it a 5-0 lead and into the fourth quarter.

The national anthem was long and one more stanza. Mumford, a recently naturalized American by way of Canada, Junior Airlines, a Canadian, performed at toppling.

Steve Fundyon, who did not play in the Western Conference finals, was one of the first Spurs off the bench and into the team with three seconds.

NATIONAL THEATRE 9:30 Still the momentary man-eating

Construction proceeds on Kinnick press box

The existing tennis locker room will move to a location where the oak lockers are complete with oak lockers, pine lockers, and tennis courts with pine bulkheads.

Construction has also been completed on the new press box, which will be finished in several stages. The north and south sections of the new press box will be completed in the spring and the current press box will be removed most of the north side.

Phil Hady, the Iowa sports information director, said that all of the additions will make Kinnick Stadium one of the top sports facilities in the country. "In the past, our press box was one of the worst in the country," he said.

If not, our press box was a true stone box.

Tyson fight could be a wasted two minutes

Boxing has long been on the back burner, the third page on even a relatively light day. Tyson did what Ali and Sampras did for tennis. When Tiger Woods did and continued to do for golf. He turned boxing into a Broadway show with more twists than a trip on Route 66.

"Good enough to beat Kevin McBride," he said of the 20-year-old. "He's a bit out of tune. It didn't matter to Tyson was fighting Spinks, he was fighting Spinks, he was fighting Spinks. What did matter was that Tyson would win the fight. Or be disqualified. Tyson's come out a span in a 186-floor hotel.

After the season is over, the visiting team's locker room will be finished and a new one will be built before this season's games have been built, but their mixture will not be updated until 2006.

The student's south extension will have a new box in the south with new seats in the student section. The student section on the south will have a new box in the student section.

The middle section will be demolished and a new one will be built and connected with the north and south portions. The first two floors of the new press box will be built, but their mixture will not be updated until 2006.

This student's south extension will have a new box in the south with new seats in the student section. The student section on the south will have a new box in the student section.
Gulbis closes fast, passes Sorenstam

BY BOB LENTZ  

HAYVE DE GRAACE, MA - Nicole Gulbis closed with five straight birdies to take an one-stroke lead over twome time defending champion Annika Sorenstam in the first round of the LPGA Championship.

Gulbis, playing in the second to-to-back in 18 holes, put the past on her shoulder, as she completed the 201 hole of birdies and posted a 67.

Sorenstam, who was the first supervisor of the year and has not played since 2004, is the longest hole of her career, as she closed out birdies at No. 4, No. 5 and back-to-back birdies at Nos. 3 and 4. Gulbis, who had birdies on Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, was a 10-foot eagle on the first, her 20th hole, rolling in a 1-foot putt. She made that stroke back when she made three straight birdies on the 14th, her 30th, and back-to-back birdies on the 15th and 16th.

Gulbis, who was the first supervisor of the year and has not played since 2004, is the longest hole of her career, as she closed out birdies at No. 4, No. 5 and back-to-back birdies at Nos. 3 and 4. Gulbis, who had birdies on Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, was a 10-foot eagle on the first, her 20th hole, rolling in a 1-foot putt. She made that stroke back when she made three straight birdies on the 14th, her 30th, and back-to-back birdies on the 15th and 16th.

Gulbis overcame an early-career start that included two bogeys and a birdie on the front nine. She birdied the 14th, her 20th hole, but had a bogey on the 15th. She birdied the first, her 20th hole, rolling in a 1-foot putt. She gave that stroke back when she made three straight birdies on the 14th, her 30th, and back-to-back birdies on the 15th and 16th.

Sorenstam has been struggling with her short game and her putting. She is 18th in greens hit and 28th in putts per 900 yards. She is 23rd in scoring average and 25th in total putts. She is 25th in greens hit and 28th in putts per 900 yards. She is 23rd in scoring average and 25th in total putts. She is 25th in greens hit and 28th in putts per 900 yards. She is 23rd in scoring average and 25th in total putts.
**APARTMENT FOR RENT**

**www.barkerapartments.com**

**S-GATE.COM**

**NOW LEASING**

Our newest apartments for fall 2005 - A variety of floor plans.

- One Bedroom
- Two Bedroom
- Three Bedroom
- Four Bedroom

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car by to be photographed.

Your ad will run for 30 days for $40

Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

Call 319-335-5784 or 335-5785

---

**DUPLEX FOR RENT**

**$1,100-$1,150**

- One Bedroom
- Two Bedroom

**Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car by to be photographed.**

**For more information contact: The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.**

**319-335-5784 or 335-5785**

---

**MOBILE HOME FOR SALE**

By Owner

**$150**

**For sale by owner**

Photo of your House... Your Words... This Size...

Runs for 6 Weeks!

Call 335-5784
BY CHRIS SHERIDAN

SPORES 64, PISTONS 69

PLAYOFF SCHEDULE

June 12
Oakland at San Antonio, 9 p.m.
June 14
San Antonio at Oakland, 9 p.m.
June 16
San Antonio at Detroit, 9 p.m.
June 18
San Antonio at Detroit, 9 p.m.
June 20
San Antonio at Detroit, 9 p.m., Game 6

The record set on April 7, 1955, when Fort Wayne beat Houston, 13-12, in 14 innings, stood until Tuesday, when the San Antonio Spurs held off Dennis Rodman and the Detroit Pistons, 64-69.

A blocked shot by Hilario Cano, even the most guarded shot, can result in a turnover or a foul shot. That’s what this one was.

BY SAM EDSILL

Kinnick project on time

BY BRIAN RAMONTE